We present the measurements of Faraday rotation for 477 pulsars observed by the Parkes 64-m radio telescope and the Green Bank 100-m radio telescope. Using these results along with previous measurements for pulsars and extra-galactic sources, we analyse the structure of the large-scale magnetic field in the Galactic disk. Comparison of rotation measures of pulsars in the disk at different distances as well as with rotation measures of background radio sources beyond the disk reveals large-scale reversals of the field directions between spiral arms and interarm regions. We develop a model for the disk magnetic field, which can reproduce not only these reversals but also the distribution of observed rotation measures of background sources.
INTRODUCTION
Interstellar magnetic fields of our Galaxy have long been known to play fundamental roles in astrophysics and astroparticle physics, and their properties have been investigated for many years. A Galactic magnetic field was proposed by Fermi (1949) as the agent for transport of cosmic rays through interstellar space and, shortly afterward, Kiepenheuer (1950) proposed a synchrotron origin for the Galactic background of radio emission. Remarkably, both Fermi and Kiepenheuer calculated the strength of the interstellar field to be of order a few µG, very close to current estimates. Magnetic fields contribute significantly to the interstellar hydrodynamic pressure (Boulares & Cox 1990 ) and may even be dynamically important in the outer parts of some galaxies (Battaner & Florido 2007) . The strong magnetic fields found in molecular clouds are key to understanding the star-formation process (Rees 1987) . Understanding the structure of the Galactic magnetic field is also important to understanding the origin and maintenance of magnetic fields in other galaxies and in intergalactic space (Beck et al. 1996) . For a recent review of Galactic and extragalactic magnetic field observations see Han (2017) .
Several tracers have been used to investigate interstellar magnetic fields, including starlight polarization (e.g., Heiles 1996; Clemens et al. 2012) , Zeeman splitting of spectral lines of HI and various molecules (e.g., Crutcher 1999; Vlemmings 2008) , background synchrotron radiation from our Galaxy (e.g., Beuermann et al. 1985; Bennett et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016a) , polarized thermal emission from dust grains in molecular clouds (e.g., Novak et al. 2003; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016b) and Faraday rotation of extragalactic radio sources (EGRS) (Simard-Normandin & Kronberg 1980; Taylor et al. 2009 ) and of pulsars (Manchester 1972; Rand & Lyne 1994; Han et al. 1999; Han et al. 2006; Noutsos et al. 2008 ). These and similar observations have shown that the large-scale magnetic field in galactic disks is largely toroidal and aligned with spiral arm structures, whereas halo fields probably have azimuthal fields with reversed directions above and below the Galactic plane (Han et al. 1997; Han et al. 1999) though the field scale-height and scale-radius are not yet known. Polarisation observations of synchrotron emission from nearby galaxies suggest that large-scale magnetic fields in galactic disks are predominantly spiral with roughly the same pitch angle both within spiral arms and in interarm regions (e.g. Beck 2015) .
Pulsars are very effective probes of the magnetic field of our Galaxy (Manchester 1974; Lyne & Smith 1989; Rand & Kulkarni 1989; Weisberg et al. 2004; Han et al. 2006) . They are highly polarized, have no intrinsic Faraday rotation and are widely distributed throughout the Galaxy at approximately known distances, allowing a threedimensional tomographic analysis of the field structure. Furthermore, the pulse dispersion gives a unique calibration of the integrated electron density along the line of sight, allowing a direct estimate of the strength of the field:
where B || is the mean line-of-sight magnetic field component in µG, weighted by the local electron density n e , D is the pulsar distance and RM and DM are respectively the pulsar rotation measure and dispersion measure in their usual units (rad m −2 and cm −3 pc). By using pairs of pulsars that are close together on the sky and at distances D 1 and D 2 respectively, the mean line-of-sight field component between D 1 and D 2 can be obtained from:
This relation allows analysis of changes in the magnetic field along a given line of sight and hence full tomographic mapping of the Galactic magnetic field. Beck et al. (2003) argued that correlated or anti-correlated electron density with field strength will strongly bias estimates of B || , but detailed simulations by Wu et al. (2009 Wu et al. ( , 2015 show this not to be a problem, although the uncertainty of estimated mean field strengths depends on the Mach number of the interstellar medium. In addition to the field strength, the field directions and their reversals are crucial to the understanding of the structure of Galactic large-scale magnetic fields. Many authors have proposed models for the large-scale structure of the Galactic magnetic field. Based on the RMs of 38 relatively nearby pulsars, Manchester (1974) concluded that the local Galactic magnetic field is basically azimuthal and directed toward longitude l ∼ 90
• , that is, clockwise when viewed from the Galactic North Pole. Thomson & Nelson (1980) analyzed RMs of 48 pulsars and found evidence for a field reversal in the inner Carina-Sagittarius arm. After a large number of pulsar RMs were obtained by Hamilton & Lyne (1987) , Lyne & Smith (1989) confirmed the first inner reversal and suggested another reversal in the outer Galaxy. Rand & Kulkarni (1989) and Rand & Lyne (1994) fitted concentric ring models to the pulsar RM data with alternating field directions in each ring. Based on more than 350 pulsar RMs, Vallée (2005) revised the ring model to have a dominant clockwise ring field with just one ring of counter-clockwise field in the Galactocentric radius range 5 -7 kpc. Earlier, both an axisymmetric spiral (ASS) model (Vallée 1996) and a bisymmetric spiral (BSS) model in which alternate arms have oppositely directed fields (Han & Qiao 1994; Indrani & Deshpande 1999; Han et al. 1999) for the global disk magnetic field were suggested, but more recent pulsar RM data do not favour this interpretation (Men et al. 2008) . Noutsos et al. (2008) attempted to fit more complex bisymmetric three-dimensional models to pulsar RM data, but the results were inconclusive with none of the tested models giving a good fit to the data.
Radio continuum surveys have enabled measurement of RMs for thousands of EGRS (Taylor et al. 2009 ), and many authors have used these RMs to constrain models for the large-scale structure of the Galactic magnetic field. Some modelling (Simard-Normandin & Kronberg 1980; Sofue & Fujimoto 1983; Pshirkov et al. 2011 ) favoured a bisymmetric model for the disk field but with only one or two identified field reversals. Most recent models (Brown et al. 2007; Sun et al. 2008; Sun & Reich 2010; Van Eck et al. 2011; Jansson & Farrar 2012) with the benefit of a larger sample of EGRS RMs (Brown et al. 2003; Van Eck et al. 2011 ) are dominated by a general clockwise field but with counterclockwise fields in the Sagittarius/Scutum -Crux spiral zone. Recently, Ordog et al. (2017) used both EGRS and Galactic continuum background data to suggest that the outer boundary of this spiral zone is not perpendicular to the Galactic plane but is sloping toward later longitudes at positive latitudes and earlier longitudes at negative latitudes.
RMs for EGRS are of course integrated along the entire ray path through the Galaxy. They are therefore less sensitive to reversals in the Galactic field direction than pulsars which are distributed throughout the Galaxy. Also EGRS have an intrinsic RM component from Faraday rotation in the host galaxy and also a possible intergalactic component. In analyses of EGRS RMs, these components are generally assumed to be random, just adding to the fluctuations from small-scale variations in the Galactic magnetic field.
Using pulsar RMs, Han et al. (2006) concluded that the data were best represented by a model in which spiral arms have a counter-clockwise field and interarm regions have a clockwise field. This is similar to the BSS models, but with twice as many reversals. This idea has received support from Nota & Katgert (2010) who found evidence from both pulsar and EGRS RMs for a clockwise interarm field between counter-clockwise fields in the Norma and Crux spiral arms.
In the last decade the NE2001 Galactic electron density model (Cordes & Lazio 2002) has been widely adopted to estimate pulsar distances and also used in modelling of the Galactic magnetic field from EGRS RMs. In this paper, we use the new YMW16 Galactic electron density model (Yao et al. 2017 ) to estimate pulsar distances from DMs because this model is believed to give more reliable estimates in general (see Table 6 of Yao et al. 2017) . Even so, estimated distances to some pulsars can be in error by a factor of two or even more.
Currently there are 732 published pulsar RMs (see Manchester et al. 2005) 1 of which two are for pulsars in the Small Magellanic Clouds, so we have 730 previously published Galactic RMs. There are nearly 2600 Galactic pulsars in the ATNF Catalogue, so there is much scope for new pulsar RM determinations. In this paper, we present measurements made using the Parkes 64-m radio telescope and the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT) in several sessions in 2006 and 2007. About 500 pulsars were observed at Parkes in the 20cm band (∼1400 MHz) and about 125 pulsars were observed using the GBT in the 35cm band (∼800 MHz). Analysis of these observations resulted in the determination of RMs for 477 pulsars, of which 441 are either new or more precise than previous measurements. We combine these new measurements with previously published pulsar RMs and with RMs of EGRS to investigate the large-scale structure of the magnetic field in the Galactic disk. Our observations and data reduction methods and the RM samples that we use are described in §2. Details of the analysis for large-scale magnetic fields in different zones of the Galactic disk are given in §3. In §4 we describe a simple model for the Galactic disk magnetic field that is consistent with the Galactic field structures including arm/interarm reversals that we find and with the distribution of EGRS RMs. We conclude the paper in §5 with a brief summary of the main results and the prospects for future work.
OBSERVATIONS, DATA PROCESSING METHODS AND THE RM SAMPLES

Pulsar observations
We used the Parkes 64-m and the Green Bank 100-m telescopes to observe pulsars that had no previously measured rotation measure (RM) but were sufficiently strong to have a reasonable prospect of measuring a significant RM in one hour or less for Parkes or 15 minutes or less for the Green Bank Telescope (GBT). A few strong pulsars with well-known RMs were also observed at the start of each session as system checks.
The • to the two feed probes. The system-equivalent flux densities for the two receivers were about 35 Jy and 42 Jy respectively, determined using calibration observations on and off the strong radio source Hydra A, assumed to have a flux density of 43 Jy at 1400 MHz and a spectral index of −0.91 (Baars et al. 1977) . Multibeam observations were made with half the total observing time at each of two feed angles, ±45
• , to reduce the effect of feed cross-coupling on the results. This was not necessary for the H-OH receiver. In the 2006 and 2007 sessions, data were recorded using the PDFB1 signal-processing system; for the two 2008 sessions the PDFB2 system was used. Both systems used a polyphase filterbank and produced mean pulse profiles in 1-minute sub-integrations with full polarisation data in each of 512 frequency channels and with either 512 or 1024 bins across the pulse period. A brief description of these systems is given by Manchester et al. (2013) . Data were stored for subsequent analysis as PSRFITS files (Hotan et al. 2004) .
The GBT observations were made in 2007 November using the 800 MHz prime focus receiver (see Han et al. 2009 , for details) which has a system-equivalent flux density on cold sky of approximately 15 Jy. The Green Bank Astronomy Signal Processor (GASP) pulsar observing system (Demorest 2007; Ferdman et al. 2004 ) was used with a central frequency of 774 MHz and a bandwidth of 96 MHz. Flux density calibration was via 3C286 and 3C295, with assumed flux densities at 774 MHz of 19.44 Jy and 35.45 Jy respectively. A polyphase filterbank was used to divide the signal into 4-MHz sub-bands which were distributed to a 16-node computer cluster for real-time coherent dedispersion and additional frequency division to a final resolution of 0.25 MHz. Dedispersed data in each sub-band were then folded in real-time into 1024 pulse phase bins for 30-s sub-integrations and stored using the PSRFITS data format. A 1-min pulsed calibration observation and two 4-min observations at orthogonal feed angles were made for each pulsar.
Analysis methods for rotation measures
Off-line data analysis including polarimetric calibration and RM determination (see section 2 of Han et al. 2009 , for details for GBT observations) was performed using the psrchive pulsar data processing system (Hotan et al. 2004) . First, the frequency-time data were examined for radio frequency interference and affected data were excised. Next the data were calibrated to compensate for instrumental gain and phase variations across the band, converted to Stokes parameters and placed on a flux density scale. Where applicable, the two observations at orthogonal feed angles were then summed and the whole observation summed in time. From the resulting multi-frequency polarisation profiles, the RM of each pulsar was obtained as follows. A first guess at the RM was found by searching the range of ±2000 rad m −2 for a peak in the total linear polarisation L = (Q 2 + U 2 ) 1/2 summed across all on-pulse phase bins and across the band, where Q and U are the linear Stokes parameters. This value was then iteratively refined by taking the current best estimate of the RM and summing the data separately in the two halves of the band. A correction to the RM was then obtained from a weighted mean position-angle difference across the pulse profile. Taking the weighted mean difference makes the process relatively immune to orthogonal mode transitions (cf. Ramachandran et al. 2004 ). The final RM value was then obtained by subtracting the ionospheric RM contribution to give the RM along the path from the top of the ionosphere to the pulsar. The ionospheric RM was computed using a model for the geomagnetic field and the International Reference Ionosphere 2007 (Bilitza & Reinisch 2008) . It was typically between 0.4 to 3.5 rad m −2 for GBT observations and −0.2 to −2.0 rad m −2 for Parkes observations, with a largely diurnal variation. Note- Table 1 is published in its entirety in the machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. 2.3. Rotation measure samples Table 1 lists 501 RM measurements for 477 pulsars; for 21 pulsars, repeated observations were made in different sessions, either as a system check or in an attempt to get a better RM measurement. Columns 1 -6 list the pulsar J2000 name, period, dispersion measure, Galactic longitude, Galactic latitude and the estimated pulsar distance. Unless independent distance estimates are available, distances are based on the YMW16 electron-density model (Yao et al. 2017 ). The next two columns list the measured RM and its uncertainty, and the final two columns give the telescope and date of the observations. For the pulsars with repeated measurements, we formed weighted mean RMs for use in subsequent analysis. These are listed in Table 2 .
The ATNF Pulsar Catalogue (V1.56) lists published RMs for 732 pulsars, of which two are for pulsars that lie in the Small Magellanic Cloud. A total of 91 pulsars in Table 1 have previously published RM measurements and so the total number of available Galactic RMs is 1116. We compare RM values with the previously published values in Table 3 . The first two columns give the pulsar J2000 name and the B1950 name if one exists and the next two columns give our best RM measurement from Table 1 or Table 2 . The following columns are grouped in sets of three, with the first two columns giving a previously published RM and its quoted uncertainty and the third column giving the reference key for the publication. More recent publications are listed first and reference keys are identified in the Table  footnote . Where a reference key for an earlier paper is marked with an asterisk, the corresponding RM measurement is evidently the best available. This applies to 36 of the 91 pulsars and these values are used in subsequent analyses. All Most of the new measurements are in good agreement with previously published values with only ten cases where the RM difference exceeds five times the combined uncertainty. Some of the smaller differences are likely to result from temporal variations of the RM as seen in, for example, the Vela pulsar (Hamilton et al. 1985) . Four of the measurements are discrepant by more than 10σ. The largest of these discrepencies is for PSR J1707−4053 where our measured RM is −183.7 ± 3.4 rad m −2 compared to +168.0 ± 4.0 rad m −2 from Noutsos et al. (2008) . Our measurement agrees well with a more recent measurement by Force et al. (2015) and with an older measurement by Qiao et al. (1995) and so it appears that the Noutsos et al. (2008) measurement is incorrect. The other three cases are PSRs J1623−4256, J1836−1008 and J1935+1616. Previous observations for PSR J1623−4256 (Han et al. 2006) unfortunately were processed with an incorrect DM; re-analysis of these data with the correct DM gives an RM consistent with that presented here. For PSR J1836−1008, the new RM in Table 1 is confirmed by analysis of more recent data. For PSR J1935+1616, the new measurement agrees with two previous determinations, so it appears that the Johnston et al. (2005) result is discrepant. Among the 1116 Galactic pulsars with RMs, 787 are at low Galactic latitudes (|b| < 8
• ) and hence most relevant to the present work. We also make use of 3933 RMs of extragalactic radio sources (EGRS) with Galactic latitude |b| < 8
• (Xu & Han 2014) .
2 Of these, 2942 are from the analysis of NVSS data by Taylor Figure 1 shows the overall RM distribution for both pulsars and EGRS within 8
LARGE-SCALE FIELD STRUCTURE IN THE GALACTIC DISK
• of the Galactic plane. In general terms, there is predominance of positive RMs in the first and third Galactic quadrants (i.e., 0
• < l < 90
• and 180
• < l < 270 • ) and of negative RMs in the other two quadrants. Since positive RMs indicate fields directed toward us, overall these results suggest clockwise fields in the outer Galaxy and counterclockwise fields inside the Sun viewed from the north Galactic pole. At least in the first and fourth quadrants, there is a tendency for more distant pulsars to have larger RMs, indicating the large scale of the counter-clockwise fields in the inner Galaxy.
Closer examination of Figure 1 shows however that this counter-clockwise field in the inner Galaxy is predominantly confined to the spiral arms. This is most clearly revealed by increasingly negative RMs in the vicinity of spiral-arm tangential points, for example, the Crux tangential region near Galactic longitude l ∼ 310
• and the Norma tangential region near Galactic longitude l ∼ 330
• . In contrast, in the interarm tangential regions, for example, in the NormaCrux interarm region near l ∼ 320
• and the Crux-Carina interarm region (l ∼ 300 • ), RMs are positive, indicating a clockwise field similar to the local interarm region. Furthermore, EGRS RMs in the direction around the Crux-Carina interarm region (l ∼ 300
• ) are nearly all large and positive, confirming the large-scale clockwise field. In the first quadrant, the counter-clockwise fields in the spiral arms are generally clear, but it is difficult to identify the direction of the interarm fields since the spiral arms are much closer and less well defined in this quadrant.
In the following sub-sections, we quantify these RM trends by fitting the observed variations of RM with DM and distance over specified distance ranges and directions and comparing these fits with the mean EGRS RM in the same Figure 1 . Distribution of pulsars and EGRS with measured RMs in Galactic coordinates. The central part of the figure shows RMs for pulsars with Galactic latitude |b| < 8
• projected on to the Galactic disk and the outer ring shows the distribution of RMs for EGRS with |b| < 8
• . Radial distance in the outer ring is linearly proportional to Galactic latitude. The light blue and pink symbols indicate the RMs derived from NVSS data (Taylor et al. 2009 ). Blue circles and red + signs in both central part and the outer ring indicate negative and positive RMs respectively and the symbol size is proportional to |RM | 1/2 . The background in the central part of the figure is an artist's impression of the Galactic structure modified from a NASA/JPL image (Credit: R. Hurt) according to updated spiral arms of Hou & Han (2014) . The dashed circle gives the locus of tangent points assuming a spiral pitch angle of 11
• and the dotted lines give the longitude boundaries of the approximately tangential spiral-arm or interarm zones and anti-center zones used for the RM analyses in this paper.
direction. As discussed in §1, we can use Equation 2 to give the mean line-of-sight component of the interstellar magnetic field, weighted by the local n e , over different distance intervals along the line of sight to pulsars in similar directions. Distances to individual pulsars derived from Galactic n e models are subject to unpredictable errors. Therefore, rather than fitting to pulsar pairs individually, we fit linear trend lines to plots of RM vs distance over specified distance intervals and to plots of RM vs DM over DM intervals that match the distance range as closely as possible. The averaging over groups of pulsars minimises the effects of small-scale B-field fluctuations and distance errors. We emphasize that the derived B-field estimates are derived solely from the RM -DM fits.
In order to improve the reliability of the B-field estimates, we omitted RMs of 15 pulsars with an uncertainty larger than 35 rad m −2 and used the Maximum Likelihood Robust Estimate routine from Press et al. (1996, see pp.694-700 ) to fit a line by minimizing absolute deviation (i.e. the medfit subroutine). This "robust" fitting is necessary so that outliers resulting from HII regions, other unmodelled electron-density fluctuations or magnetic-field fluctuations along the path do not unduly influence the slope of the fitted line. We take as the uncertainty of the slope the mean absolute deviation of RMs from the fitted line divided by the DM range for the fitting. Generally, the scatter around the fitted lines in the RM -DM plots is dominated by real fluctuations in the line-of-sight magnetic field components, not RM measurement errors which are very small compared to the data scatter. Positive slopes of RM vs DM correspond to magnetic fields directed toward us, i.e., to clockwise fields in the Galactic Quadrant 4 and counter-clockwise fields in the Galactic Quadrant 1.
The regions for which we have analysed the RMs are listed in Table 4 . The arm and interarm designations are guided by the 4-arm spiral model of Hou & Han (2014, i. e. the background images of Fig. 1) , and the ranges for the Galactic longitude l are chosen accordingly. For the inner Galactic quadrants, the fitted regions are guided by the tangential zones since spiral fields have a small angle to our line of sight and distance errors have less effect there. However, where clear trends in RM versus DM or distance exist, the fitted region has been adjusted to encompass these. For the outer Galactic regions, the fitted regions are determined by the RM trends. The fifth column of Table 4 gives the number of pulsars in the fitted region or the number of EGRS for each longitude range. The next two columns give estimates of B || and field direction from the RM -DM fits in the vicinity of tangential regions of Quadrants 1 and 4. Comparison of the RMs of background EGRS with the RMs of the most distant pulsars in each zone gives a good indication of the magnetic field orientation beyond the pulsars, but it is not possible to reliably estimate field strengths in these cases because of the uncertain DM contribution. 
Fourth Galactic Quadrant
We discuss Quadrant 4 first since, as viewed from the Earth, the Galactic spiral arm and interarm regions are more clearly separated than they are in Quadrant 1. Figure 2 shows the Quadrant 4 pulsar RMs as functions of distance and DM and EGRS RMs as a function of Galactic latitude or longitude for the longitude ranges given in Table 4 .
From the top subpanels down, Figure 2 shows alternating interarm and arm regions (cf. Table 4 ). It is striking that the field directions alternate in the tangential regions, that is, the RM -DM slope is generally negative in arm regions, corresponding to counter-clockwise field directions, but positive in interarm regions, corresponding to clockwise field directions.
Despite the fact that there are few known pulsars beyond the tangential zones, comparison of RMs for distant pulsars with EGRS RMs (Figure 2) clearly shows that for all of these longitude zones there are field reversals beyond the tangential regions. For example, at the far end of the Norma tangential region (325 • < l < 335 • ) pulsar RMs are very negative (as much as ∼ −1500 rad m −2 ) whereas RMs of EGRS in this direction have a much smaller median RM of about −200 rad m −2 . This implies at least one field reversal along this line of sight. Similar distant reversals are seen for most of the other arm and interarm regions. It is not possible to say exactly where these reversals occur because of large uncertainties in the pulsar distances, although they definitely occur beyond the fitted regions. Since both the magnetic field strength and the electron density have a general decline with increasing Galactocentric radius and, at least in Quadrants 1 & 4, the field makes a greater angle with the line of sight beyond the tangential point, it is reasonable to assume that the most significant zone affecting the gradient in the RMs of Galactic -EGRS is centered on the extension of the next outer arm/interarm region. For example, the Norma -EGRS reversed field probably results from the extension of the clockwise fields found in the tangential zone of the Crux -Norma interarm region (316
• < l <325
• ). The Crux -Norma interarm zone itself appears to show a reversal between the end of the tangential region and the edge of the Galaxy, probably due to counter-clockwise fields in the distant Crux arm. Similar considerations apply to the 3-kpc, Crux, Carina -Crux and Carina zones although the evidence is generally somewhat weaker compared to the Norma -Crux zones. Table 4 lists the derived field strengths and directions, quantifying these field reversals.
These reversals are further illustrated by Figure 3 which shows the RM distributions for pulsars in the tangential zones and for the EGRS. The pulsar RMs (second panel) show a clear alternating structure between arm and interarm regions at least up to the Carina region (l < 294
• ) with arm regions (Crux, l ∼ 310
• and Norma, l ∼ 330 • ) predominently negative (corresponding to counter-clockwise fields) and interarm regions predominently positive (clockwise fields). The RMs of EGRS do not show these alternative reversals as clearly as pulsar RMs, especially in the interarm regions.
The derived field strengths and directions are illustrated in Figure 4 where the arrows are placed at the approximate mean distance for the relevant RM -DM fit for the pulsars and near the next spiral feature for the pulsar -EGRS fields as listed in Table 4 . As discussed above, there is substantial distance uncertainty in both cases, but in general, the derived field directions are consistent with reversals between the arm and interarm regions. Arrow locations are Figure 2 . RMs for pulsars versus pulsar distance and DM and RMs for EGRS versus Galactic longitude (left panels, scale ticks are given but not labelled) and Galactic latitude (right panels) for arm and interarm regions in the fourth Galactic quadrant. The blue lines represent linear fits to the pulsar RM gradients, primarily in the tangential regions. For the RM -DM case, the slope of this line gives the mean interstellar line-of-sight magnetic field in the region with positive slopes corresponding to clockwise fields. The red square and error bar represent the median and rms deviation from the median of the RMs of EGRS in the region. Uncertainties in the measured RMs are plotted but are generally smaller than the plotted symbol size. listed in the final two columns of Table 4 .
First Galactic Quadrant
RMs in Quadrant 1 are generally positive (see Figure 1 ) and there is a much less clear delineation between the arm and interarm regions compared to Quadrant 4. Many authors have described the positive and increasing RMs in the Sagittarius arm, implying a counter-clockwise field in this arm (e.g., Lyne & Smith 1989; Rand & Lyne 1994; Han & Qiao 1994; Indrani & Deshpande 1999; Weisberg et al. 2004 ). Figure 5 shows positive RMs increasing with distance and DM in Sagittarius tangential region (45 • < l < 60 • ). The Sagittarius arm becomes the Carina arm in Quadrant 4, supporting the idea that Carina fields conform to the counter-clockwise pattern.
However, fields in the nominal Scutum -Sagittarius interarm region (38
show an even clearer positive and increasing pattern, implying counter-clockwise fields in this region also. A possible explanation for this is that these fields originate in more distant parts (up to 12 kpc, including both the Sagittarius arm and the Perseus arm). However, the RMs of EGRS are much smaller on average, indicating the field reversals beyond these spiral arms. Large-scale magnetic field directions in the Galactic disk, derived from the fitted gradients of pulsar RMs with DM/distance and the comparison of RMs of EGRS with RMs of distant pulsars. The orange arrows give the derived line-ofsight magnetic field components and the green arrows show the inferred spiral field. For both of these, the arrow length is proportional to the square root of the field strength. The blue arrows, which are all of the same length, give the inferred spiral field direction derived from the comparison of RMs for EGRS with RMs for distant pulsars and are placed at the distance of the central axis of the next outer spiral feature (arm or interarm). The background image shows an artist's impression of the structure of our Galaxy from a NASA/JPL image (Credit: R. Hurt) modified according to the spiral structure of Hou & Han (2014) .
Positive and increasing RMs are also seen in the Near 3-kpc region (15 • < l < 25 • ) which could result from the inner part of the Norma arm.
Beyond the interarm region with clockwise magnetic fields, the RM change to positive for distant pulsars (D > 5 kpc) in the longitude range of 60
• < l < 80 • in Figure 5 shows some evidence for counter-clockwise fields in the Perseus arm. The small RMs of EGRS in this direction indicate another field reversal beyond the Perseus arm. The counter-clockwise field in the Perseus arm is echoed by the RM difference of pulsars in the outer Galaxy nearer than or within the arm and the RMs of EGRS, as we will see below.
As in Quadrant 4, there is evidence for reversals beyond the tangential regions based on the mean RMs of EGRS, at least for the Scutum -Sagittarius interarm region and the Near 3-kpc region. As discussed above, we do not know exactly where these reversals occur because of the large DM/distance ranges for RM changes, but it is reasonable to assume that they occur in the next arm/interarm region. As for Quadrant 4, these field strengths and directions are listed in Table 4 and illustrated in Figure 4. 3.3. Outer Galactic Zones for the local interarm region and the Perseus arm It is well established that the Galactic magnetic field in the local region is clockwise (Manchester 1974; Thomson & Nelson 1980; Lyne & Smith 1989; Han & Qiao 1994; Rand & Lyne 1994; Weisberg et al. 2004) , implying a reversal between the local interarm region and the Carina -Sagittarius arm. This local clockwise field is confirmed by the decreasing RMs of pulsars with distance and DM in the subplot in Figure 6 for the region of 80
• < l < 120
• and the increasing RMs in the subplots for the regions of 190
• < l < 250
• and 250
• , that is, Local Q1-Q2, Local Q3-Q4 and also Outer-Q3, where pulsars are nearer than or just within the Perseus arm (see Figure 1) . We therefore conclude Figure 6 . Same as Fig. 2 but for RMs for pulsars and EGRS in the outer Galactic zone. For this figure, the blue lines represent linear fits to the change in RM for most of the known pulsars in each zone. Postive slopes in the RM -DM plots indicate counter-clockwise fields for l < 180
• and clockwise fields for l > 180
• .
that the clockwise fields are dominant in the Carina -Perseus interarm zone, including the Local Arm region.
Comparison of RMs of pulsars and EGRS gives some evidence for counter-clockwise fields probably associated with the Perseus arm. First of all, as seen in Figure 6 , in the region of 80
• , pulsars show a systematic trend for RM decreasing. If there is no field reversal in the Perseus arm or outside, the RMs of EGRS are expected to be more negative. However, the data show that this is not the case. More positive RMs are observed for not only three distant pulsars (D > 6 kpc) but also EGRS on average. A field reversal is also indicated by comparing the otherwise unexpected smaller RMs of EGRS in the outer regions of 190
• and 250 • < l < 270
• with the increasing RMs of pulsars.
In the longitude region of 270 • < l < 282
• , random but predominantly positive RMs are observed for the local pulsars within 1 kpc, but RMs of EGRS are mostly negative which is probably an indication of counterclockwise fields in the Perseus arm implying a reversal from the local interarm field. If there were no field reversal and the Perseus-arm fields were clockwise, the RMs of distant pulsars and EGRS would be dominated by these clockwise fields and should be positive and increasing with distance. We do not have RMs of more distant pulsars, but the RMs of EGRS are consistent with reversed fields in the Perseus arm.
It is difficult to probe the large-scale structure of the magnetic field in the anti-center region of our Galaxy (e.g. in the region of 120
• < l < 190 • ) using Faraday rotation since the uniform field tends to be perpendicular to the line of sight so that irregular field fluctuations can significantly influence the measured B || . The RMs of pulsars in the Outer Q2 region are therefore more or less random.
Within the limitations imposed by uncertain distances, especially for the pulsar -EGRS regions, the field pattern illustrated in Figure 4 is consistent with our main conclusion, viz., that Galactic disk magnetic fields are predominantly counter-clockwise in spiral arms and clockwise in interarm regions, implying field reversals at each arm-interarm boundary. As is discussed further in the next section, this contrasts with the field patterns derived solely from EGRS RMs which generally have just one major region of clockwise field encompassing the whole Carina -Perseus region. Figure 4 shows the derived field directions listed in Table 1 . In general according to the analysis above, counterclockwise fields exist in the spiral arms and clockwise fields in the interarm regions. Comparison of extra-galactic RMs with distant pulsar RMs often indicate further reversals of field direction in the outer Galaxy. Because of the uncertain electron density, it is not possible to obtain quantitative estimates of B || in the regions beyond pulsars.
MODELING THE GALACTIC DISK MAGNETIC FIELD
For the many applications where the strength and form of the Galactic magnetic field is important, it is useful to construct a simple model that can reflect the field reversals we discussed above for the Galactic disk and be used to estimate the large-scale field at a given Galactic location. Since we have only analysed the low-latitude RMs in this paper, our model just describes the structure of the Galactic disk field. A full three-dimensional model is left for future work.
Our model for the Galactic disk field assumes logarithmic spiral fields of pitch angle ψ = 11
• (Hou & Han 2014 ) with a radial and z dependence given by:
where R G is the Galactocentric radial distance, A is the disk radial scale and H is the disk scale height. The field strength B 0 = B s (i) for R s (i) < R 0 < R s (i + 1), where R s (i) and B s (i) are given in Table 5 and R 0 is defined by
where θ is the azimuth angle measured counterclockwise from the +y axis, which points from the Galactic center to the Sun. For R G < R s (1) and R G > 15 kpc, we set B 0 = 0. of the tangential point in Galactocentric radius and azimuth. The scale height of the disk field, H, was taken to be 0.4 kpc (cf., Jansson & Farrar 2012 ) and the radial scale, A, was taken to be 5.0 kpc. The model field is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 7 . The right panel of Figure 7 shows the Galactic disk field model of Jansson & Farrar (2012) (JF12) which is primarily based on RMs of EGRS.
The new model, based on a combination of pulsar RMs and EGRS RMs, has between six and eight field reversals along a radial line from the Galactic Center, depending on the longitude. In contrast, the JF12 model of has clockwise disk fields across the whole Sagittarius -Carina region and no clockwise field in the Crux -Norma interarm region (tangential at l = 320
• ). As a consequence of this, there are only one or two reversals along radial lines from the Galactic Center. The clockwise field in the Crux -Norma tangential direction is clearly indicated by the positve pulsar RMs in this zone as shown in Figure 3 . Similarly, the pulsar RMs shown in Figure 5 clearly show the presence of counter-clockwise fields in the Sagittarius tangential region as discussed above in §3.2.
To compare how well these two models "predict" the EGRS RMs, we compute the RM of each EGRS source in Figure 1 using both the NE2001 electron density model (Cordes & Lazio 2002) , as used by JF12, and the more recent YMW16 model (Yao et al. 2017) . In Figure 8 we show the distribution of observed EGRS RMs in Galactic latitude and longitude, along with the RMs computed using our model for the disk field, which is based on both pulsar and EGRS RMs, and from the JF12 model which is based on just the EGRS RMs. The RM median values for every 5
• of Galactic longitude are compared in the lower two sub-panels. This figure demonstrates that, despite its different structure and different basis, our model predicts RMs of EGRS more accurately than the JF12 model which is based primarily on them, for example, in the region 270
• ≥ l ≥ 280
• . With the YMW16 electron density model (Yao et al. 2017) , the weighted mean difference between the median observed RMs and median predicted RMs is smaller for our model in all quadrants. Even with the NE2001 model, our model is significantly better than predictions based on the JF12 model for the first and fourth quadrants (i.e., top panel of Figure 8 ).
However, the converse is not true. For example, as shown in the right panel of Figure 7 , the EGRS-based model does not correctly model the clockwise fields in the Crux-Norma interarm region or the counter-clockwise fields in the Sagittarius-Carina arm. With their distribution through the Galactic disk at approximately known distances enabling tomographic mapping, pulsars are able to reveal reversals in the large-scale disk field that are concealed in the RMs of EGRS since they integrate across the entire disk. Despite the large number of EGRS RMs in the outer regions of our Galaxy (i.e. within l = 180
• ± 90 • ), the field structure is not well constrained without comparison with the RMs of foreground pulsars. Even though the number of pulsar RMs is relatively small compared to that of EGRS RMs, the pulsar RMs are a very powerful tool in investigations of the large-scale Galactic magnetic field. • of Galactic longitude, with error bars representing the standard deviation from the median in the 5
• interval centered on the point. Where there were less than five RMs in the interval (primarily in Quadrant 4), the interval was extended (by steps of 2
• ) to encompass more than five points to give a realistic median and deviation. In the lower two sub-panels, the green points with error bars are as in the second panel, the pink circles and bars are the median values of the RMs computed for each source using the model for the disk field presented in this paper and the blue asterisks and bars are those computed using the JF12 model, for the NE2001 electron density model (Cordes & Lazio 2002 ) and the YMW16 model (Yao et al. 2017) , respectively. The model points and bars are slightly offset for clarity. Mean absolute differences between the median observed RMs and median predicted RMs weighted by the rms deviation of the observed RMs, |∆RMm| , is given for each field model and each electron density model in the lower sub-panels.
CONCLUSIONS
We have measured rotation measures for 477 pulsars of which 441 are either new or improved over previous measurements. By analyzing the distribution of pulsar RMs and comparing RMs for pulsars and extra-galactic radio sources (EGRS) lying within 8
• of the Galactic Plane, we show that the large-scale disk field in the inner Galaxy probably has a bisymmetric form with reversals between spiral arm and interarm regions. Compared to the analysis in Han et al. (2006) , we have a larger sample of pulsar RMs and have combined pulsar and EGRS data to show the reversals in the Galactic disk large-scale field more clearly. Most of these reversals are not apparent in EGRS RM measurements since these average over the whole path inside our Galaxy. Furthermore, pulsar RM and DM data can give direct measurements of the mean magnetic field strength in selected regions of the Galaxy, for example, zones around tangential points.
Based on these results, we present a quantitative model for the large-scale magnetic field in the Galactic disk, which not only models the spiral magnetic field reversals between arm and interarm regions, but also can reproduce the RM distribution of EGRS better than a recent model based on EGRS data alone.
In the future, more pulsar RMs and improved pulsar distances will become available, allowing the large-scale structure of the Galactic magnetic fields to be better constrained. More RMs of EGRS, particularly in the longitude zone from 260
• to 350
• can help to determine the magnetic field structure beyond the pulsars. Observations of higher-latitude RMs for both pulsars and EGRS may in future allow construction of a complete three-dimensional model of the large-scale Galactic magnetic field, which is a proposed project for the SKA (see e.g., Han et al. 2015) .
